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ABOUT ALBERTA PORK
The Alberta Pork Producers Development Corporation
(Alberta Pork) is a non-profit organization that represents the
interests of Alberta’s hog producers to government, the
general public, media, as well as to other interest groups and
industry partners.
Alberta Pork was formed in 1969 as a self-sustaining nonprofit marketing board whose main purpose from 1969 to
1996 was to act as a single-desk seller to market all pigs in
Alberta while carrying out programs for promotion and
development of the industry. In December of 1996, the
marketing powers were modified to allow open marketing,
and in late 2001, the corporation adopted the status of a
marketing commission with no control over the sale of pigs.
The powers of the corporation and the regulations governing
its operations are established under the Alberta Pork
Producers Marketing Plan, which is enabled through the
Marketing of Agricultural Products Act in the Province of
Alberta. This is the same Act that allows the establishment
and existence of 16 other commodity marketing boards and
commissions in Alberta.
Alberta pork producers provide the highest attention to the
health and care of their pigs, to the safety for their workers
and families, to the sustainability of the environment and to
the needs of the consumers for whom they proudly grow food.
The pork produced by Alberta pork producers is of the highest
quality and favoured all over the world.
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
All registered
producers (735)

Operation type
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
CQA-certified
premises (298)
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
Movement of pigs
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CHAIR'S REPORT
It is my first year as Chair of the Alberta Pork board of directors,
and it has been challenging year in many areas, including market
uncertainty, trade tariffs and other issues we are focusing on.
These issues are important provincially and federally, and we are
working to bring about changes to help build a stronger, more
sustainable industry.
The board welcomed three new directors in 2018: Brent Moen, Ian Moon and Craig Thompson,
representing Alberta pork industry partners. They have joined our remaining five directors,
representing independent Alberta producers and our Hutterian Brethren colonies. From our
previous board, we must also acknowledge the contributions of past Chair Frank Novak and
directors Martin Bowman and Rein Overweg.
Many of the concerns that existed in previous years remain, but we have made some progress
in key areas. Other complexities have emerged, and we have tackled these to the best of our
ability.
I have heard from many producers, and most will agree that pricing has been the greatest
concern this year. What started out as a year with promise turned into a year of jeopardy due to
an increase in U.S. production tempering the market. Add in a trade tariff war beyond
Canadians’ control, and we saw the market price drop to a two-decade low over the course of a
few weeks in late summer—a time when we typically expect to see highs.
This experience reminds us that pork production is as challenging and unpredictable as ever,
and a lack of tools to manage the volatility compounds this problem. It also reminds us that our
pricing structure, which is based on the U.S. price, remains in desperate need of review. As of
early November, market prices are still below the cost of production.
When comparing the cost of production across the country, Alberta producers are equal to or
higher than most regions. The opportunity for Canadian pork to enter premium overseas
markets continues to grow with new trade avenues opening. We recently witnessed the
ratification of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP), which should improve the outlook. However, when we dig deeper, we see that the
revolving door of international trade often has little direct, positive impact on producers.
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We must continue to work with packers to get better value for producers, including working
toward a structure that favours cut-out over formula-based values. This is not a new
suggestion, and it has been dismissed over the last few years as an effect of market response. In
Alberta, we do not have an excess of hogs-to-packer capacity, and we raise a quality hog that is
desired in premium markets worldwide. Yet, we are paid some of the lowest market prices in
North America. Alberta Pork has been working with the Western Hog Exchange and
Commodity Professionals Inc. to provide this information and insights to producers and our
partners weekly through email communications.
We are not alone in Alberta; many of our colleagues across the country agree that the Canadian
price is the top priority. However, barriers remain, as industry information transfer has not
been an easy task. To be successful, we need to discover the value of the Canadian hog and then
start working backward. Current formulas rely on negotiated live prices south of the border,
which represents a shrinking amount of only two to three per cent of all market hogs. Given the
pace of integration, it would seem the system is failing to accurately capture the value of the
majority of these animals.

In the U.S., mandatory price reporting has been in place for some time and could be beneficial
here. Price reporting currently shows there could be up to a $30 difference in what Canadian
and American producers are paid for the same hog. Right now, we are unsure of the changes
that are required for implementing reporting in Canada. This is a time-consuming project, and it
will take until late spring to receive early information on what Canadian pricing may entail. At
the same time, other marketing models around the world are being looked at as well.
If we cannot push to implement positive changes in pricing structure, the struggle to remain
competitive in the global marketplace will be ongoing. Alberta Pork has met with some federal
packers to keep the dialogue open in the hope of finding solutions that benefit all parties.
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For those who were not fortunate enough to sign favourable forward contracts before the price
drop, agri-stability has become a focus. We were disappointed though not surprised at the
rejection of our request to the Government of Canada for producers to receive compensation
at $10.50 CAD per head, which is equivalent to what the U.S. Government paid to its hog
producers earlier this year, in response to international trade tariffs. These tariffs also hurt our
producers by bringing down our formulated price.
We are constantly told that the present programs in place are working, yet we have heard from
many that the 70 per cent reference margin under the AgriStability program is too low and
delivered too slowly. Likewise, the Western Hog Price Insurance program is a tool in need of
review due to low producer uptake. Working with the Canadian Pork Council (CPC), we are
urging government to update existing or add new programs to its suite of business risk
management offerings. However, we never like to speak of receiving financial aid as a positive
situation; we would rather speak positively about how producers and packers can work
together to reduce our reliance on government support.
As such, financial support is not the only kind of support we have been talking about. More and
more, those in the agricultural community are rightly concerning themselves with mental
health issues. Often, these go hand-in-hand with other circumstances—such as finances—that
can be mentally and emotionally harmful. Above all, Alberta Pork stands with producers and
their families, and we encourage you to take all necessary measures to get help for yourself and
those around you.

What looked like the perfect storm with very bleak market prices until the spring of 2019 was
downgraded with the reporting of African Swine Fever in China and more cases in Europe. The
uncertainty of the production affected now and into the future gave reason for the market to
rally. It also reinforces the importance of maintaining high biosecurity standards to prevent
disease from entering our province and country.
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The CPC, Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) and Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
are in constant communication to increase vigilance around African Swine Fever in particular.
What we can do at the production level is exercise caution around feed ingredient sources and
pay attention to where workers and visitors have travelled before entering our premises.
Alberta Pork has been actively creating and distributing information on this matter, in addition
to hosting teleconference information sessions.
Communicating the triumphs of our industry is just as necessary for the public as
communicating our struggles. Building public trust depends on our ability to communicate
across generational lines. As an example, millennials—those aged 20 to 35—now compose the
largest segment of food buyers, and they are looking to producers to be transparent in how we
operate. The more things change, the more we have to work together to counter negative
rhetoric and have our positions represented fairly.
The launch and implementation of the new Canadian Pork Excellence (CPE) program will bring
value to the entire pork industry, while highlighting our producers’ commitment to quality.
Alberta Pork is ready to help roll out the program and give training to all producers. CPE
includes three main elements: PigSAFE (food safety), PigCARE (animal welfare) and PigTRACE
(traceability). Together, these elements form the pillar on which Verified Canadian Pork is built.
Much consultation has gone into developing these programs, and collaboration into the future
will help all industry partners meet the requirements. As producers, we need to be
compensated for our efforts in this respect, which is another initiative at the CPC-level.
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While there appears to be a lot of negatives and some large hurdles to clear, we must keep
focused on the positive. Alberta continues to have certain advantages over other porkproducing regions, including a high-quality product, efficient production, ample space and
facilities available, abundant sources of feed and high-capacity packers on our doorstep.
There has never been a more critical time for producers and industry to work together. Timing
is often the difference between success and failure, and now is the time that it counts the most.
Remember: it all starts with the pig, and Alberta producers are some of the best in the business.
Opportunity awaits, and we must figure out how to respond, or we risk losing that opportunity.
Working to better our circumstances is everyone’s responsibility, as those directly invested in
the outcome of this industry.
It has been a pleasure working with the Alberta Pork board of directors, and I would like to give
a special thanks for all the committee work and engagement at the board table. As a board, we
would like to thank Darcy Fitzgerald and the rest of Alberta Pork’s dedicated staff, who are
working to implement a strategic plan developed two years ago. Today, we are seeing the
benefits of that work. Alberta Pork is your collective voice as producers. Feel free to reach out
to your board members and staff if you have any questions or concerns.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dan Majeau
Chair
danmajeauag@gmail.com

Hendrik Fourie
hendrickfourie10@yahoo.ca

Brent Moen
brent@verusalliance.com

Ian Moon
ianmoon@olymel.com

Craig Thompson
craig.thompson@sunterra.ca

Martin Waldner
martin.albertapork@gmail.com

Ruben Waldner
ruben@parklandcolony.com

Mark Wipf
wipfmark@gmail.com
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
As we reflect upon the diversity of challenges our industry has
faced over the past year, Alberta Pork found itself amidst
discussions on policies and regulations, animal health and
welfare, disease threats, cost of production, pricing and
profitability, food safety, labour and public trust.
As theses discussions and public scrutiny grow in their intensity, our competitiveness as an
industry is often challenged. But none more than the issue of pricing, profitability and
relationships between the two players that have the most to lose or gain by truly working
together to grow the pie.
Pork is the number one animal protein in the world. Canada is number seven in production and
number three in exports. Our pork products are of the highest quality and are very much
favoured worldwide as the pigs that produce the pork are superior. Our pigs are produced
under the watchful eye of some of the highest standards and in a country of extreme affluence
and production demands. All of that adds up to a brand that has value… unfortunately, that
value has yet to be truly realized.
In a sea of never-ending change, some goals are more attainable than others. Sustainability is a
word our industry needs to define for itself. While we work to foster public trust, we need a
sustainability platform to demonstrate the values of our industry and the value our industry
brings to the community. To address this, we are targeting four pillars as our platform: Pigs,
People, Planet and Progress. When you break each pillar out and take an in-depth look, our
producers are advancing significantly on the health of the pig, the health of the planet
(environment) and the health of the people (nutrition, safety, labour, and community).
However, we need to pause for a moment to contemplate on Progress. This word is viewed as
improved technology, new science, greater efficiency, or economic growth but we need to
emphasize the benefits of progress for our producers and their families.
So, is our industry progressing? Yes; technology, science and efficiency are helping to grow pigs
faster, healthier, safer and more compassionately than ever before, but it is questionable…
very questionable as to the gain or benefit our producers see. The foundation of the pork
industry is the producer, and producers need to be profitable. So, therein lies the main problem.
We need to see a fair value for the product our producers grow, so they can continuously
improve and provide packers with that superior pig with the outstanding quality and story
consumers are demanding.
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But more importantly, that profitability benefit will determine if the next generation will
continue to farm, if workers will be attracted to the industry, or if there will even be a pork
product to sell.
As Dan Majeau, our Chair of Alberta Pork, has noted in his report, we have as an organization
pushed hard over the past year on price discovery and pig value, including the value of
Canadian Pork Excellence (CPE) program for the producer. We can all agree the consumer will
only pay so much, but everyone in the supply chain needs to make a profit; producers, packers,
food service establishments, retailers and service providers don’t go into business to fall short
or breakeven. That isn’t sustainable. We have the greatest resources and best production
system. Now we need to hurry up and make it work wisely and profitably for the producer and
the packer.

At Alberta Pork, our first mandate is to serve our pork producers. To do that, we have a
passionate board of directors, a dedicated team of employees and a strategic plan that focuses
our activities on issues that matter most to our producers and the greater industry. Our plan is
aimed at activities that provide producer services, communications (transfer of knowledge),
industry and government relations and public trust. Issues such as trade, pricing concerns,
disease prevention, production practice assurance, labour regulations and government policy
test us and our ability to respond to and on behalf of our industry while providing value to our
membership.
Producer Services
The goal of having a strong connection with producers—“boots on the ground” and “boots in the
office”—is something that Alberta Pork has been building on over the past few years. Under
direction of Charlotte Shipp and Javier Bahamon, we are offering many programs and services
that are of direct benefit to producers at the farm level.
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Alberta Pork’s production team (boots on the ground) visited approximately one-third of our
producers in the past year to offer training in quality assurance, animal handling for
transportation, humane handling in barns, euthanasia, broken needles and biosecurity. In
addition, support was provided to develop an outdoor pig quality assurance program, support
to other provinces for disease mitigation and national support on programs and research
development.
We will be looking at strengthening the delivery of the new Canadian Pork Excellence (CPE)
program in 2019 in order to support producers, and we will continue to work with partners in
processing to help ensure delivery of a high-quality animal for maximum value.
The office side of the boots continues to look for and support producers through Canada
Agriculture Programs (CAP) application support, swine traceability, financial programs,
insurance options, labour support and workshops and general information inquires. Support is
also made through the new emergency preparedness manual, new HR manual and training
sessions, on-going disease surveillance program for Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea Virus (PEDv)
and the Canadian West Swine Health Intelligence Network (CWSHIN).

Communications
We have revamped the website to provide better access to information, and we are finalizing
an Alberta Pork app for producers to quickly access what they need.
Andrew Heck, Communication Programs Coordinator, is continuously looking for information
to keep our producers informed. The addition of the weekly Pork Market Report—working with
the Western Hog Exchange (WHE) and Commodity Professionals Inc.—has delivered pricing
information to producers to help them with marketing decisions. Town hall workshops continue
to deliver critical information in a timely manner and connect producers with subject-matter
professionals. News releases and Canada Pork Council (CPC) updates are also delivered via
email to producers as they are received.
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Public Trust
While our regular presence in the community and at community events (such as Porkapalooza,
Christmas in November, Calgary Stampede and education events) is creating a positive
impression of Alberta’s pork industry, we are also refocusing and strengthening our message in
a more effective manner. Regardless of the issue to be addressed, I hope that industry and
consumers alike see Alberta Pork as a trusted, progressive and efficient organization that
provides solid information as the voice for pork producers.
Increasing public awareness takes time and is sometimes a bit of a trial-and-error process, but it
continues to steadily climb in the right direction. Our social media and web presences are
growing, and we are always looking for new opportunities to promote the latest success stories
for our industry.
We were saddled with some public relations hurdles this spring related to an E.coli
contamination at multiple restaurants and grocery locations in Edmonton, as one of our
producers was implicated, but it was also an opportunity to reinforce our support for producers
and educate the public about the proper handling and preparation of not only pork but all foods
—something that is often overlooked whenever these public scares occur.

Our community engagement efforts remain strong with our presence during events like the
Calgary Stampede and Porkapalooza. Face-to-face interactions count for more than we know,
and by being visible, we stand the best chance of keeping public support for pork alive and well.
Building a sustainability platform based on the four pillars: Pigs, People, Planet and Progress
will be a great addition to share the pork story in 2019 during our 50th anniversary.
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Industry and Government Relations
Respecting partnerships is a key part of our strategy. Frequently, Alberta Pork collaborates
with value chain partners or other like-minded industry members who may represent different
products but face similar issues, to carry the voice and message of agriculture. By looking past
our differences and focusing on similarities, we can work together and speak with a stronger
voice at the municipal, provincial, federal, or even international level as rules and regulations
are constantly being changed. Speaking with a united voice helps to combat misinformation and
ignorance. But equally important, these collaborative approaches help to change past
misconceptions within an industry so that we might realize greater benefits for the future.
The Government of Alberta’s Enhanced Protection for Farm and Ranch Workers Act came into
effect in 2016, and the Fair and Family-friendly Workplaces Act came into effect this year, with
more information set to be released this winter. While the way the legislation was imposed was
obviously unfavourable to us, we as a collective agriculture industry had been working on
worker-related issues such as safety and insurance. Bills 6, 17 and 30 brought 29 agriculture
commodities together under the AgCoalition partnership to significantly represent agriculture
and the workers employed on farms. In doing so, we were able to develop health and safety
guides that were accepted by government and now form the basis for our industry-derived
AgSafe Alberta organization, whose mandate is to help improve safety on farms.
Alberta Pork has also updated the existing Alberta Pork occupational health and safety (OHS)
manual, which was last reviewed over a decade ago. The alignment across all agricultural
sectors has created consistency and efficiency through the AgCoalition. We are deeply grateful
for the leadership provided by Dr. Gordon Winkel from the University of Alberta who guided us
through this process.
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Our Farm Labour Project is also being developed in partnership with the Canadian Agricultural
Human Resources Council (CAHRC) to provide producers with a human resources toolkit to
make it easier to manage the people side of operations. A series of webinars was hosted in the
past months to help inform producers on these efforts.
The U.S./Mexico/China tariff issue encouraged several provincial pork producer groups,
including Alberta Pork, to seek the support of Canada’s Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food,
Lawrence MacAulay, for a $10.50 per head compensation package for producers for inventory
held as of August—an equivalence to what the U.S. Government has offered to American
producers. Unfortunately, Minister MacAulay turned down our request; however, we do
appreciate the letter of support sent from Alberta Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, Oneil
Carlier, to Minister MacAulay.

We continued to seek a reversal of our provincial carbon tax with a quest to follow the
Government of Manitoba’s plan to exempt barns and grain drying, but that was not accepted by
the Government of Alberta. As a result, our producers face continued higher production costs
as outside products are not taxed.
We participated in the annual Chops & Crops event, which was successful this year in attracting
representation from many government parties. The event offers an opportunity for specific
commodity organizations to speak with elected representatives and senior government
officials on industry-related topics. Reaching out to provincial and federal governments will be
an increased priority going forward.
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Conclusion
Finally, some changes occurred within our organization, including the arrival and departure of
multiple staff members. I would like to start by thanking these individuals for their service. We
said goodbye to Bill Mullen, Kassandra Harvey, Sara Parton, Scott Archer and Eric Ostrom, and
we said hello to Andrew Heck, our new Communication Programs Coordinator.
As we move toward our 50th anniversary in 2019, it will be a time to truly reflect on the
enormous changes the pork industry has experienced, and it should be a time to fix the
problems holding this industry back from being even more amazing in the next 50 years.
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ALBERTA PORK STAFF

Darcy Fitzgerald
Executive Director
darcy.fitzgerald@albertapork.com
780-491-3529

Javier Bahamon
Q.A. and Production Manager
javier.bahamon@albertapork.com
780-469-8982

Christina Carley
Traceability Coordinator
christina.carley@albertapork.com
780-440-8461

Lesley Gadowski
Traceability Assistant
lesley.gadowski@albertapork.com
780-440-8462

Marilyn Griesheimer
Office and Finance Coordinator
marilyn.griesheimer@albertapork.com
780-491-3526

Andrew Heck
Communication Programs Coordinator
landrew.heck@albertapork.com
780-491-3527

Cristina Neva
Q.A. and Production Specialist
cristina.neva@albertapork.com
780-440-8458

Charlotte Shipp
Industry Programs Manager
charlotte.shipp@albertapork.com
780-491-3528

4828 89 Street NW
Edmonton AB, T6E 5K1
info@albertapork.com
1-877-247-PORK (7675)
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